Maximizing expected utility over a lifetime leads one who has constant relative risk aversion and faces random-walk securities returns to be "myopic" and hold the same fraction of portfolio in equities early and late in life-a defiance of folk wisdom and casual introspection. By assuming one needs to assure at retirement a minimum ("subsistence") level ofwealth, the present analysis deduces a pattern of greater risk-taking when young than when old. When a subsistence minimum is needed at every period of life, the rentier paradoxically is least risk tolerant in youth-the Robert C. Merton paradox that traces to the decline with age of the present discounted value of the subsistence-consumption requirements. Conversely, the decline with age of capitalized human capital reverses the Merton effect.
DEBATED AGE EFFECTS
Folk wisdom recommends that we should be more risk tolerant when young, reducing as we approach retirement the fraction of wealth put into risky equities and increasing our safe-cash exposure. However, Samuelson (1) found that a rational maximizer ofexpected utility, even though subject to constant relative risk aversion and facing random-walk securities returns, would rationally invest the same fraction in equities at all ages. This result held despite the young person's "having more opportunities and time to recoup from initial bad luck;" and despite the law of large numbers guaranteeing a tendency for securities to live up over many repeated independent periods to their intrinsic superior profitability over safe-cash assets. Leland (2), Mossin (3), Merton (4) , and Hakannson (5) arrived at this same null result.
By dropping the assumption of white-noise martingales in favor of mean-reverting negative serial correlation, Samuelson (6, t) was able to confirm, however, the qualitative wisdom of folklore for investors with constant relative risk aversion exceeding that of Bernoulli's logarithmic utility. (For U = -1/WIvI, the theorem obtains that under mean reversion, many-period investors will be more risk-taking than few-period investors.) Also, Samuelson (ref. 1, p. 245) had noted the uncontroversial result concerning "businessman's risk." Suppose I face annual earnings from work, known to be constant over preretirement years. The capitalized (present discounted) value of this human capital declines as I age and as my time to retirement shrinks. Therefore, if I hold equities in constant fraction to my total wealth-defined as portfolio wealth plus human capital-my observed portfolio fraction in equities will be seen to decline rationally with age. (With negative human capital, as when I owe a specified number of periodic cash installments, the reverse of the folk-wisdom pattern is of course entailed.)
The present analysis deduces a third, new, case for agephased riskiness reduction. It retains the random-walk assumption of uniform and independent probability distributions, and it continues to ignore human-capital complications. Its new element is recognition of the realistic fact that many people save toward assuring for themselves or their heirs a certain minimum ("subsistence") level of wealth. 
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REVIEW OF STANDARD MODEL
In each period a dollar of safe cash is sure to have a to return of r, the safe rate of interest: r ' 0. Each dollar in I risky security has a total return that is in each period t independent random variable, X -1, where Prob{X < x} = P(x), where x is outcome per $,
Prob{..X, ' x0, X,+1 < x1, ..} = .
.P(xo)P(xl).. [201
The actual portfolio, inclusive of its cash-escrowed component, displays the lower w* proportion given by 
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Define the freely investable portfolio when there are t periods to go by [261 Its w, proportions held in equity are for all t the constant w , because using the Ws in our maximization permits us to ignore the Q terms in the maximand, which already were taken care of by our declining sinking fund.
In short, the whole portfolio's true equity fractions end up given by w* = w*(W, -Et)lW = W*-w(Et/WI) = f,(W,).
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In view of the inequalities of Eq. 25, we verify Merton's paradoxical increase in equity tolerance with age:
Q.E.D. DISCUSSION
The present analysis dealt either with constant relative risk aversion or with subsistence-level parameters that make relative risk aversion decline from its infinite magnitude at the subsistence level to its constant level at large values of the utility function argument. (Absolute risk aversion in the Pratt-Arrow sense declines with well-being in all of our cases examined.)
Folk wisdom is shaky on just how risk aversion does change with affluence. Academic sages usually opine that (i) absolute risk tolerance rises with affluence, while (ii) relative risk tolerance may fall. The present subsistence terms, S and Q, do not accord with the second of these speculations. 
